P R E M I U M TO I L E T PA R T I T I O N S

Stainless Steel
Powder Coated Steel
Solid Plastic (HDPE)
Plastic Laminate
Phenolic

Surrounding you when it
matters most, wherever you go.

A L L A M E R I C A N M E TA L C O R P.

TOILET PARTITION STYLES
WE GUARANTEE YOU THE
LOOK, QUALITY, AND
PROMPT DELIVERY
YOU DESERVE
For nearly 50 years, these
values have come to define
the foundation of All American
Metal Corp. From the front office
to the shop floor, we are totally
committed to the design,
manufacture, and sales of
toilet partitions, screens,
shower units, and related
products. It’s all we do, and

TYPE H/B: HEADRAIL-BRACED

TYPE F/S: FLOOR-SUPPORTED

For an easy, economical installation, our headrail-braced style is the best choice you can make.

This highly versatile style of installation offers modern appeal that will suit any architectural decor concept.

This popular design style requires no special floor construction, making it ideal for use in either new

The uniform, flush-top design easily adapts to any washroom and the lack of overhead hardware provides

or existing buildings. Featuring a combination of floor anchoring with a sturdy, anti-grip aluminum

a more spacious feel. Secure installation of this style partition requires a solid concrete floor allowing for

headrail, this option makes for an extremely stable installation with minimal difficulty.

a minimum 2” penetration anchoring system.

all we plan to do. That’s the
advantage of working with
All American Metal.

TYPE C/H: CEILING-HUNG

TYPE F/C: FLOOR-TO-CEILING

The open style of this installation offers a unique blend of aesthetic and practical appeal. The

For busy washrooms that see an increased level of use and abuse, the floor-to-ceiling style of

absence of floor hardware provides a clean, contemporary design that will complement any

installation provides the highest degree of protection and resistance to vandalism available. The

Complete specifications are available

washroom. The unobstructed access to floor also allows for simplified maintenance, making

strongest and most durable style of installation, this incredibly secure design will help keep any

at www.allamericanmetal.com, or

this style especially well-suited to washrooms having wall-hung fixtures. For proper

high-traffic washroom beautiful for years to come. Proper installation of this style partition requires

installation of this partition style, structural steel ceiling supports are required.

both structural ceiling supports and concrete floors.

Call

516.623.0222

TOILET PARTITION MATERIALS
WORKING TO ACHIEVE

STAINLESS STEEL
Stainless steel partitions afford the greatest durability, resilience, and integrity over time. The material’s enduring beauty complements

YOUR GOALS

any washroom design, making it an ideal choice in either new or existing facilities. The finish is easily cleaned and offers resistance against
corrosion, rust, and staining. Rugged construction features of cellular honeycomb core, interlocking edges, and all-welded corners provide

We welcome the opportunity

unparalleled strength to any installation. Available in a standard #4 brushed finish or in optional textured finishes for superior durability,
vandal resistance, and design appeal. The perfect combination of strength and elegance!

to work closely with architects
and owners alike to incorporate

Brushed
Satin

their ideas into our products.

Embossed
Diamond

Embossed
Leather Grain

It will always be our goal to
provide superior products that
are not only attractive and
modern in appearance but
are built for a lifetime of service.

ADA- COMPLIANT

Shown in:
Brushed Satin

Shown in:
Embossed Diamond

All American Metal is pleased
to offer our partitions in styles
which are compliant with all
POWDER COATED STEEL

requirements laid out by ADA

Powder coated steel partitions offer remarkable quality and durability at an affordable price. Electro-galvanized steel is bonded to a

Code. We work to ensure

cellular honeycomb core with all edges interlocked and corners welded for maximum structural integrity. The thermosetting powder

attractive design, lasting

staining. Availability in a wide range of contemporary colors makes it simple to find an option that will complement any washroom.

coating is electrostatically applied to ensure a uniform thickness and produces a finish that is highly resistant to fading, scuffing and

durability, and optimal
accessibility.

Complete specifications are available
at www.allamericanmetal.com, or
Call

516.623.0222

Shown in:
Light Grey

53
Ivory

72
Almond

22
Sky Blue

52
Tan

51
Sand

43
Dark Green

30
Light Grey

90
Terra Cotta

50
Brown

21
Light Blue

31
Dark Grey

75
American Rose

70
Burgundy

78
Royal Blue

65
Signal Red

66
White

67
Black

TOILET PARTITION MATERIALS
PROMPT DELIVERY

SOLID PLASTIC (HDPE)

Beige

Black

Blueberry

Bone

Burgundy

Fossil

Hunter

Light Grey

Linen

Mocha

Frost Granite

Moonlight
Granite

Canyon Granite

Paisley

Slate

Designer White
D354-60

Frosty White
1573-60

Khaki Brown
D50-60

Port
D14-60

Fashion Grey
D381-60

Hunter Green
D79-60

Dove Grey
D92-60

Slate Grey
D91-60

English Oak
7885-60

Natural Tigris
4669-60

Saffron Tigris
4673-60

Our High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) partitions are

All American Metal is able to

a great option for any washroom where durability and
low maintenance are concerns. Solid Plastic composition

provide prompt shipment on

and color are homogenous throughout and can never

many items by standardized

delaminate. These partitions are sanitary, waterproof,

use of stock sizes and standard

or corrosion, making them a popular choice for many

resistant to denting or graffiti, and impervious to humidity
high-volume public facilities.

layouts. This assures on-time
completion of projects with
tight or limited time schedules.
Shown in:
Slate

GOING GREEN
At All American Metal, we remain

PLASTIC LAMINATE

focused in our commitment for

The recommended choice when the emphasis is on

being an environmentally

laminate finish is bonded under pressure to a solid,

aesthetics and affordability. The high-pressure plastic

Beige
1530-60

Grey
1500-60

Larkspur
D328-60

Brittany Blue
D321-60

Pewter
D73-60

Grey Glace
4142-60

Amber Cherry
7919-38

Wild Cherry
7054-60

impact-resistant particleboard core. The smooth,

responsible manufacturer.

resilient finish provides an easy-to-clean partition that

We actively participate in the

is resistant to surface dirt, staining, and corrosion. Plastic

protection and sustainability of

and patterns to offer unlimited design flexibility for

laminate is available in an incredible range of colors
any new or existing washroom.

our natural resources by observing
practices and making investment
choices that help promote a

Antique White Natural Almond
1572-60
D30-60

Shown in:
Hunter Green

“greener” environment. Visit our
website for additional information

Evening Tigris Desert Zephyr Twilight Zephyr
4674-60
4841-60
4845-60

PHENOLIC

on how our toilet partitions will

An incredibly strong material that can withstand the abuse

help contribute credits to the

associated with heavy washroom traffic, solid phenolic core

LEED certification program.

and multiple layers of resin-impregnated core sheets are

partitions are a great option. Decorative colored face sheets

Beige Nebula
4624-60

White Nebula Bronze Legacy Heather Legacy
4621-60
4656-60
4662-60

thermally fused together under pressure to create a solid
one-piece construction. Phenolic is water-, impact-, and
corrosion-resistant, enabling it to stand up to harsh,
high-volume environments. Available in an incredible array
of colors and patterns, this material offers great design
flexibility and maintains its beauty for many years.

Complete specifications are available
at www.allamericanmetal.com, or
Call

516.623.0222

Shown in:
Port

*The color palette is the same for both plastic laminate and Phenolic.

Silicon EV
4811-60

Copper EV
4818-60

URINAL & PRIVACY SCREENS

WALL-HUNG URINAL SCREEN (WHUS)

POST-SUPPORTED

PILASTER-SUPPORTED

The most commonly specified screen is

A standard height panel is braced to floor

This screen utilizes both panel and pilaster

available in the popular 12” x 42”, 18” x 42”

with a 1-3/4” square aluminum post. Top

of same height, construction and finish as

and 24” x 42” sizes. In facilities where additional

of post and panel are aligned at same

our toilet partitions. With over 20 stock

support is a concern, an optional continuous

mounting height for a uniform, flush

size panels available, depths ranging

wall bracket is available. This screen can also

appearance. Additional support can be

from 18” to 78” can easily be achieved.

be supplied in a 48” height when required

achieved by modifying the aluminum post

The mounting options for this type of

by code.

to a floor-and-ceiling-braced design.

screen are offered in Type H/B, Type F/S
(as shown), Type C/H, or Type F/C
design styles.

SHOWER & DRESSING
In shower rooms that are constructed for multiple person use, All American Metal offers shower and dressing compartments in
a wide range of standard or customized configurations to satisfy any requested design concept. With the exception of Plastic
Laminate, we can provide compartments in the same matching components and material finishes as our toilet partitions to
ensure uniformity on your project’s appearance. We provide dressing compartments to include either doors or curtains and
benches can always be incorporated into the design if needed.
Our flush, Double-Wall Shower is completely self-contained and ideal for single or multiple
installations. Each unit features durable double-wall construction of electro-galvanized steel or
stainless steel, with rounded inside corners and insulated with a water-resistant, sound-deadening
core. Receptor is heavy-duty terrazzo. Unit comes furnished with curtain rod, curtain, and soap dish.
Shower head and mixing valves are not supplied. The Double-Wall Shower is available in standard
or ADA sizes and can also be furnished with or without an attached dressing room. This shower is
available in either stainless steel finish or a wide selection of powder coated colors.

The color charts shown in this catalog are printed reproductions and are for representative purposes only; colors on actual material may vary slightly from the printed samples. Color selection cards are
available upon request. All American Metal Corporation reserves the right to change specifications, products, and colors without notice.
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